TEAM WNBA

EXCLUSIVE TEAM
WNBA UNIFORMS

NEW TEAM WNBA!
The girls can wear their favorite WNBA team uniform, inspire their inner hero and play like the pros!

A105BW Blank Reversible WNBA Racerback Game Jersey
- 100% eXtreme tear drop Cathelic coloredfast polyester with moisture management fibers
- WNBA Reversible Game Jersey, BLANK (no team logo)
- Double ply, eXtreme tear drop fully reversible jersey - soft, cool hand, lightweight basketball mock mesh
- Contrasting color exposed top stitching across upper chest on front and back on both colorways sides of jersey
- Women’s fit jersey with racerback for appearance, performance and comfort
- Self-material, main body color set-in, mitered v-neck with bar tack reinforcement - primary color shows up as contrast color on lighter secondary side
- Open hemmed bottom for decoration
- WNBA woven jock tag for authentic identification
- WNBA logo woman on upper left side yoke as worn on both sides
- Add any official team WNBA logo to upper front chest on main and reverse side using code A105LOG for an additional charge

Blanks:
- A105BW Women’s S-XXL
- A105BG Girls’ S-XL

A105LOG* Indicate Team All Sizes (A105BW/G + A105LOG)

A205BA Blank WNBA Game Unisex Short
- Same fabric as A105BW Reversible WNBA Game Jersey
- Unisex game Short, BLANK (no team logo)
- Solid color, single ply body with contrast color top stitching on side seams
- Contrast color, self-material side inserts from bottom of short to mid-short with designed curve on top
- 1½” exposed elastic waistband, inside drawcord
- Cover hemmed leg openings
- NBA woven label on waistband for authentic identification
- WNBA logoman on right leg, as worn
- Adult inseam: 9”
- Youth inseams: S (7”), M-L (8”), L-XL (9”)

Blanks:
- A205BA Adult S-XXL
- A205BY Youth S-XL

A205LOG* Indicate Team All Sizes (A205BA/Y + A205LOG)

A405BA WNBA Basketball Game & Practice T-Shirts
- 50% cotton/50% polyester
- WNBA Game & Practice T-Shirt, BLANK (no team logo)
- Set-in short sleeve t-shirt design
- Self-material crew neck
- Straight hemmed bottom and sleeves
- WNBA logoman on upper left side shoulder as worn
- Add any official team WNBA logo to upper front chest using code A405LOG for an additional charge

Blanks:
- A405BA Adult S-XXL
- A405BY Youth S-XL

A405LOG* Indicate Team All Sizes (A405BA/Y + A405LOG)

*Jerseys, T-Shirts and Shorts available blank (BA/W) or blanks plus logos for all teams or on an alternative color garment (BA/W + LOG).
*All team WNBA logos must be applied as officially provided by the WNBA. Colors, fonts and arrangements cannot be altered.
*Allow 2 weeks for the shipment of all teams of jerseys, t-shirts and shorts.